
Upper Level

Energy Lesson: Math Supplement
In question 4 of Lesson 2: New Mexico Energy and You, you wrote down the number of kilowatt-hours of 
energy used by your household in a period of time. But what does that number mean? What are kilo-
watt-hours? In order to answer those questions you first need to know what is a watt.

Section 2: What is a watt?

What is a watt? That almost sounds like a tongue twister.

A watt is how power is measured. It is a unit represented by the letter W.

In real life we don’t just have numbers out there by themselves, they usually have a unit with them that 
make the numbers mean something. If someone told you that he or she had 6, you would ask “6 what?” 
If he or she said six pancakes or six cars, that would tell you two very different things. Pancakes or cars 
are called units. Distance can be described by the unit of mile, inch or meter. Weight can be described by 
pounds, ounces or grams. Watts (W) is the unit used to describe electrical power.

You will see watts used as parts of different units. See if you can figure out some of the different elec-
tricity units by writing the complete name. Use the abbreviations below to help you.

h = hour
k = kilo (a kilo means 1000)
m = meter
M = mega (mega refers to 1,000,000)
W = watt
yr = year

1. Write the complete name for the unit abbreviations..

Unit Abreviation Complete Name
W

W·h
kW

kWh
kWh/yr

kWh/m²/day
MW
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In order to understand the different units that include watts, we need to relate it to what we know and 
experience every day. Take a look at some different light bulbs and identify the watts used by each light 
bulb. The number of watts listed on the bulb refers to how many watts of energy it uses in a period of 
one hour.

2. Write down the number of watts (W) listed on any light bulb(s) you look at. Be sure to put the unit 
W following the number. Always include units next to a number, the units give the number mean-
ing.

Now you are going to calculate how many 100W light bulbs can be lit simultaneously from the amount of 
energy used by your household in one month.  You will be using unit conversions for the math. If you 
are already familiar with how to do unit conversions then begin with #7.  If you need a refresher, then 
follow the next steps below.

Unit Conversions Tutorial

Unit conversions are really important and once you understand it, math, especially word problems, will 
become so much easier! This is because the units tell you whether to multiply or divide. See how this 
works by going through the example.

The question is “How many 100W light bulbs can be lit simultaneously from a certain amount of  
energy?” For this practice, use the amount of 537kW of energy.

Follow the steps and fill in the blanks to practice the math.

Practice Step 1: Make the units the same -  Convert kW W

• Your electric bill probably provides information in the unit kilowatts. A kilo = 1000, so a kilowatt 
(kW) is 1000 watts (W). Since light bulbs are in the unit of watts, not kilowatts, you need to 
convert kilowatts to watts (you can go the other direction too – watts to kilowatts, but kilowatts 
to watts makes more sense for this example). That is the first part of the equation written in 
Practice Step 1 below.

• The unit conversion is 1 W = 1000 kW. This can be written two ways: 1kW/1000 W OR 1000 
W/1kW. Watts (W) or kilowatts (kW) goes on the top or bottom depending on which unit you 
want to cancel/divide out and which unit you want to end up with. If you want to end up with 
W (converting kW to W), then put W on top and the kW divide out. If you want to convert W to 
kW, then you put the kW on top and divide out the W.

• You can see the kW units cancel out by division leaving the unit W and leaving you to multiply 
and divide the numbers. Your answer at the end of Step 1 is how much energy in watt-hours was 
used.

How many watts (W) is 537 kilowatts (kW)? (conversion: kW to W, so use 1000W/1kW)



3. Now practice doing the same thing but with data from your own electric bill. Be sure to set up the 
unit conversion and cancel the units. Show your work, units and cancellations!

Go back to the number of kWh you listed from your electric bill in question 4 of Lesson 2: New Mexico 
Energy and You and write that number down in the space below in 3.a.

Step 1:

537   kW ² 1000 W = ² 1000 W = W
1  kW

537   kW = W

Cancel the units (The same unit divided by itself is 1 and they cancel)

Left with watts
Left with watts
Multiply the numbers (rewritte so it is clear and can be read)

Multiply the numbers (rewritte so it is clear and can be read)

• Now you are going to calculate the number of light bulbs you can light up with your answer in 
Practice Step 1. Take the answer in W from Practice Step 1 above and plug it into the first blank 
in Practice Step 2.

• Since we want to know how many 100W light bulbs can be lit up, “bulbs” is the unit we want 
to end up with. This means we need to set up the equation to cancel out the W to end up with 
bulbs by itself. To end up with the unit bulbs, bulbs need to be at the top of the unit conversion. 
The unit conversion is 1 bulb per 100 watts written as 1 bulb/100 watts (bulb is on top because 
we want to know how many bulbs –  it is the unit we end up with).

• The unit conversion allows you to cancel out the watts by dividing them out. You also will divide 
out the number associated with them – i.e. 100 W – because the number associated with the 
unit does the same thing as the unit (multiply or divide).

• Once the units are crossed out, you are left to do the division of the numbers.

Practice Step 2

W ² 1 bulb = bulbs = bulbs
100 W 100



a. ______________ kWh per month (change the time if your bill is not in per month)

One 100-watt bulb uses 100 watts of energy in one hour. How many bulbs would be lit at the same time 
(for one hour) from the amount of energy used in one month in your household?

b. Step 1: Make the units the same - Convert kW to W ( How many watts (W) is your number of 
kilowatts (kW)?)

Step 1:

kW ² 1000 W = ² 1000 W = W
1  kW

c. Step 2: How many light bulbs are lit?

Step 2:

W ² 1 bulb = bulbs = bulbs
100 W 100

4. Use your monthly energy use data and unit conversions to answer the questions below. If you need 
to use watts instead of kilowatts, you can use the conversion you did in Step 1 above.

a. A TV uses about 500W (the unit conversion is 1 TV per 500 watts which is 1TV/500W). How many 
TVs can you run at one time from the power your household used in one month?

b. An electric furnace (house heater) uses about 15,000W in a moderate climate (like central New 
Mexico). How many heaters can be run from the amount of electricity used in your household in 
one month?

What is a Megawatt (MW)?



MW stands for a megawatt. That is 1 million (1,000,000) watts. Just like kilo means 1000, mega means 
1,000,000. Kilo and mega are called prefixes. Prefixes can be attached to other words. For example, a 
kilogram is 1000 grams (a unit of weight). Can you guess how much a megagram is? How about a kilo-
meter (a meter is a measure of distance)?

5. Take the number of MW produced by the largest power plant in NM (Four Corners plant) answer the 
questions:

a. Convert 2269.6 MW to watts. Show your work and units.

b. If each house used about 2000 W, how many houses would the Four Corners plant power? You 
will use the same equation set up as you did in question 7 but now you have to convert mega-
watts to watts (instead of kilowatts to watts).


